VIDA Wood Australia is headquartered in Brisbane that includes a full scale distribution and service staff. VIDA Wood Australia also carry stocks in Melbourne.

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

VIDA can offer their local customers a unique wide range of structural timber products, mouldings, battens, tongue and groove boards, floorings, DAR boards, stair case material etc.

- Framings – MGP10/12/15, F5, F8 from 70X35 to 45X240 in lengths from 2.4-6m
- Noggs and webs
- Untreated and Treated (H2F/LOSP H2/H3)
- Braceply and Particle board flooring
- Lining boards (302/321)
- F/J Battens
- Staircase boards

CONTACTS DETAILS

DIRECTOR
KURT SCHRAMEL

EMAIL
kurt.schrammel@vidawood.com

PHONE
0437 672 102